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Let us be
your fly on
the wall.

See your business from a whole new angle.
ZulaFly’s Fuzion platform allows you to locate anyone or anything,anywhere throughout your facility,giving you a pulse on your business within seconds.
Receive notifications, which are sent to your preferred device to ensure quick reaction to any urgent situation. Locate items on maps and receive
push notifications for the items that need immediate attention.Within the UI and the mobile application, you can view a comprehensive list of open
notifications, along with your notification history of dismissed notifications.Additionally, as out-of-the-box functionality, notifications can be received via
text, email, push notification, and other devices being utilized in a facility. In creating an easy-to-navigate interface, no effort was spared. ZulaFly’s Fuzion
dashboard has a fresh look and feel,giving you a technologically relevant and efficient solution.Visually see the location of things that matter most to you,
in real-time, by viewing up to four maps on a single dashboard. Users can customize by mixing and matching reports, list views, and maps.View GPS
via Google Maps in the mobile app and side by side with a facility map, in the user interface.The mobile app also allows you to view all notifications,
keeping you up to speed wherever you are. Need a boost getting new staff members acquainted with your facility? Fuzion helps them quickly become
familiar.Want to make sure a valuable asset is always safe and secure? Fuzion allows you to view additional information on assets that are tagged such
as their current location, how long they have been in that location, and whether they are available for use. ZulaFly’s Fuzion platform provides a mobile
alert system that offers real-time data relevant to your role, packaged through an info-rich dashboard built for efficient interaction.

Instant feedback to guide your next move...That's ZulaFly.

